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Abstract 
For infinite cardinals K, A, let XE C(K, A) iff for each open cover % of X of cardinality 
less than A, X- U is finally K-CQmpaCt (i.e., [K, p]-compact for all p) for some UE ?Y. The 
T3 spaces in C(w, o) comprise the NAC spaces of W. Fleissner et al. Their cofinality, 
cf(X), extends naturally to C(K, A) and, combined with a new cardinal invariant, cfc(X), 
completely determines C(K, A), i.e., XE C(K, A) iff K > cfc(X) and A < cf(X). The sub- 
classes C(K, o) of cofinally K-compact and C(K, K) of K-cocompact spaces are more 
interesting and give meaning to cf(X) and cfc(X). They relate to Dowker space construc- 
tions of M.E. Rudin and others, e.g. the inclusion C(K, K) 1 C(K, w) is made proper by 
some of these non-ZFC spaces. Section 2 gives equivalents, examples and implications for 
C(K, o), including an extension of a result of P. Nyikos in nonmetric manifolds. Likewise for 
C(K, K) in Section 3. Section 4 develops more fully the relation to [a, PI-compact. 
Keywords: [a, p&compact; Cofinally compact; Cocompact; Cofinality 
Ah4S (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54D20; secondary 54D30 
1. Introduction 
We introduce three covering properties (and two related cardinal invariants) 
which we label by variations of the term “cocompact” for reasons to appear later. 
They were formulated by the first author during his Ph.D. research in an attempt 
to generalize the Alexander Subbase Theorem to noncompact spaces, a problem 
suggested by the second author. They became more interesting than the problem. 
Cofinal K-compact, developed in Section 2, requires that there be no disjoint 
closed sets whose compactness numbers exceed K. Cofinality, as defined in [3], 
extends to spaces with this property and plays a vital role in the theory. This kind 
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of condition has been found to be useful in a number of ways. A standard method 
for producing a Dowker space is to construct a topology so that closed subsets are 
not disjoint if they are large in some sense. For example, Rudin describes in 181 
three de Caux type Dowker spaces and uses the fact that no two uncountable 
closed sets are disjoint to verify both conditions (normal and not countably 
paracompact) for being Dowker. In the same volume, Nyikos [7] cites as a 
paradigm, for criteria used to classify nonmetric manifolds, a lemma (3.3) and its 
consequence that finitely (even countably) many closed nonmetric subspaces of the 
long open ray have nonempty intersection. On the other hand, he later notes that 
the difficult search for examples of normality conditions that simply connected 
w-bounded 2-manifolds might satisfy is made more difficult, in the case of 
hereditary normality, by a lemma involving this same type property. In fact we 
restate this lemma in cocompact terms and prove a converse showing a very close 
relation between cocompactness and his notion of trunklike manifolds. 
Recall that a space X is called [(u, /3] -compact (or initially P-compact if a = w, 
or finally a-compact if p > 1 X 1 = cardinality of X) if every P-adequate open 
cover of X is G-adequate, i.e., given any cover by at most p open sets, fewer than 
(Y of them are adequate to cover X (all cardinals (Y, /3, K etc. are assumed to be 
infinite). By contrast, all three properties introduced here have more to do with 
inadequate open covers (cf. Theorems 2.5, 3.3, Definition 3.4). Nevertheless, the 
title of the paper is justified by nearly a dozen results, including Theorem 2.14 and 
all of Section 4, which exhibit intimate interplay (with implications both ways) 
between cocompact and [a, p&compact. In particular, by Corollary 4.13, K- 
cocompact for each singular K in the interval [a, p] is a sufficient condition for [a, 
PI-compact to be equivalent to a similar property defined by Alexandroff and 
Urysohn [l]. This supplements a sufficiency condition given by Hodel and Vaughan 
[4] which is undoubtedly less restrictive on the space but requires (Y to be regular. 
Their condition includes one from [l] and two others given in the intervening 45 
years. 
Fleissner presented a closely related joint paper [3] at the same 1990 Spring 
Topology Conference at which a prior version of this paper was presented by the 
second author. At the referee’s suggestion we adopted some of their terminology, 
pointed out the minimal extent of overlap and extended their notion of cofinality 
of a space. Their paper is a detailed study of cofinality of normal almost compact 
(NAC) spaces, and its relation to normality of products etc. For T3 (regular 
Hausdorff) spaces, NAC = o-cocompact, but many K-cocompact spaces are not 
w-cocompact so the two papers combine to open up an opportunity for further 
research. 
Chain cocompact, defined in Section 3 plays a secondary role, serving primarily 
as precisely what is required to convert cofinal compact to cocompact (i.e., the 
latter property is the conjunction of the first two for any cardinal). It also is 
sufficient for equality of Lindelof and subbase Lindeliif numbers as is shown in 
Theorem 3.5. 
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2. Cofinally K-compact 
In this paper, as is customary for noncompact spaces, we define the compactness 
number Cn(X) to be the least cardinal K such that each open cover of X is 
K-adequate. Replacing E by K defines the Lindeliif number L(X). Note also that 
Cn(X> is the least cardinal K such that X is finally K-compact. 
In the order topology of a cardinal (or ordinal) with uncountable cofinality K, a 
closed set is unbounded iff its compactness number exceeds K. Such sets meet 
every other such subset, or, in the vernacular of set-theoretic topology, every “cub” 
set is “stationary”. This property is used below to define the first and simplest 
complementary form of [(u, p&compact (though it actually arose last in our 
investigation). First, some terminology is given and a lemma listing some useful 
and easily verified equivalences. 
Recall that a family of sets 9 is linked iff no two members are disjoint. By 
extension, 9 is i&linked iff Z7 c 9 and 1 Z? 1 < K imply II 59 # @. Set F(X, K) = {F 
cX: F = F and Cn(F) > K}, i.e., F(X, K) consists of all closed sets having a 
E-inadequate open cover. Also let F(X) = {F cX: F = F and Cn(F> = Cn(X)}. 
Lemma 2.1. F(X, K) # fl iff K < Cn(X> iff X is not finally K-compact iff each point 
of X has a neighborhood U with K < Cn(X - U) iff fl F(X, K) = p!. 
Definition 2.2. A space X which is not finally K-COmpaCt is cofinally K-compact iff 
F(X, K) is linked. 
The term cofinally w-compact is shortened to cocompact for brevity. This 
abbreviation is motivated by the fact that finally w-compact = compact. Note that 
F(X, K) = fl and is linked by default if Xis finally K-compact, e.g. if X is compact. 
This trivial case is ruled out and we assume all spaces are noncompact unless 
otherwise indicated. This convention facilitates comparison and reference to the 
related paper [3], mentioned in the introduction, since then cocompact T3 spaces 
coincide with NAC spaces. Indeed, their definition of cofinality extends to all 
cofinally K-COmpaCt spaces. A nonempty family 9 of nonempty closed subsets of 
X is a closed filterbase on X if it has the finite intersection property and is free if 
nst=pl. 
Definition 2.3. The cofinality of X, cf(X), is the least cardinal&y of a free closed 
filterbase on X contained in F(X). 
Since the complements of members of such a filterbase form an open cover of 
X, it follows X cannot be [h, h]-compact if A = cf(X). Thus cf(X) < Cn(X). By 
Theorems 2%) and 2.10 below, Lemma 2.1 implies cf(X) exists for any cofinally 
compact space. For such spaces cf(X) is also the largest h such that F(X) is 
h-linked. To make this criterion readily usable, whenever cf(X) is referred to, it 
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will be assumed X is cofinally K-compact for some K. There exist spaces satisfying 
Definition 2.3 and not cofinally K-compact for any K but only the first few of our 
results can be adapted to apply. Possibly some material in [3] would extend to such 
spaces but that is not the purpose of this paper. 
Examples 2.4. (i) If X is an ordinal h of uncountable cofinality with the order 
topology, then X is cocompact, hence cofinally K-compact for all K < Cn(X). As 
pointed out in [31, the cofinality of this space, defined by Definition 2.3, is the 
cofinality of the ordinal h, which justifies the terminology. 
(ii) On the other hand, if X is the disjoint union, w 6 wi, then X is cofinally 
w,-compact but is not a NAC space since w and wi are disjoint members of 
F(X, w). However, cf(X) = o1 still so Definition 2.3 truly extends that in [3]. 
One justification of the name chosen in Definition 2.2 is the equivalent form 
Theorem 2S(iv) below which shows that spaces having this property have “con- 
centrated noncompactness” in the sense that any finite open cover contains a 
member whose complement is finally K-compact. Other evidence of this is given 
later in terms of unique compactification (Theorem 2.17) and the “trunklike” 
property of Nyikos. 
Theorem 2.5. The following are equivalent for any space X and cardinal K < Cn(X>. 
(i) X is cofinally K-compact, i.e., F(X, K) is linked. 
(ii) The intersection of two (or finitely many) members of F(X, K) is also a 
member. 
(iii) The union of two (or finitely many) K-inadequate open covers is Z-inadequate. 
(iv) Any finite open cover of X has a member, U, with Cn(X - U) < K. 
(v> F(X, K) is a free closed filterbase on X. 
(vi) F(X, K) is W-linked. 
Proof. If (ii) is false, then Cn(F n G) Q K for some members F, G of F(X, K). 
Thus F has a E-inadequate open cover Z which contains a subcover 7 of F n G 
with cardinality I ?Y ] < K. It follows that F - IJ V is a member of F(X, K) disjoint 
from G, contradicting (i). The remaining implications are easy (e.g., negating (i), 
choose F, G, Z! as above with F n G = fi and a similar cover V for G. Then 
?Y u {X - F} and Z!’ u {X - G] are K-inadequate open covers of X whose union is 
K-adequate, negating (iii). See Theorem 3.3 for further hints.) 0 
It will be useful for future reference to formulate a simple observation in the 
above proof as a lemma. 
Lemma 2.6. If Z is a E-inadequate open cover of X, Y'C SY and I 7 1 < K, then 2Y is 
a K-inadequate cover of X - U Y and Cn(X - U Y’“) > K. 
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Remark 2.7. In [9] Stephenson noted that, like compactness, [e, K&compactness 
(hence final K-compactness) is preserved by closed subsets and continuous maps, 
and initial K-compactness (= [o, &compactness) is preserved by perfect preim- 
ages. Thus one can easily show closed subsets and continuous images of a cofinally 
K-COInpaCt space X are either finally or cofinally K-compact. However, perfect 
preimages of X may not be (let X be Example 2.4(i) and project XX (0, 1) onto 
X). 
If X has a discrete, infinite, closed subspace D of cardinal&y K, then D can be 
split into two such sets that are disjoint so X cannot be cofinally K-compact. Thus 
cofinal K-compactness of X may provide a much sharper upper bound for extent, 
e(X) = sup{ 1 D I : D is discrete and closed in X}, than the Lindelof number L(X). 
In fact, Example 2.4(i) shows the difference can be arbitrarily large. This example 
also exhibits an interesting property which is implied by cocompactness: for closed 
subsets of A, the cardinal function Cn misses all cardinals between w and the 
compactness number of the space. This too contrasts with discrete spaces, on 
whose closed sets Cn omits no such cardinals. The first observation is stated 
without further proof and the second is proved below. It is convenient to first 
define an apparently new cardinal invariant to which both of these relate. 
Definition 2.8. The cofinal compactness number of X, cfc(X), is the least cardinal 
K such that X is cofinally K-compact. 
Clearly, if it exists, cfc(X) < Cn(X>. By Theorem 2.10 below and the discussion 
after it, X is cofinally K-compact iff cfc(X) G K < Cn(X>, in which case cfc(X) is 
also the least K such that F(X, K) = F(X) and the least for which F(X, K) is 
linked. 
Theorem 2.9. A cofinally K-compact space X has no closed discrete subspace of 
cardinal&v K. Thus e(X) < cfc(X). 
Theorem 2.10. If X is cofinally K-compact, then F(X) = F(X, K). That is, for any 
closed set F cX, either Cn(F) = Cn(X> or Cn(F) < cfc(X). 
Proof. Since F is closed, p = Cn(F) < Cn(X> so it suffices to contradict K < p < 
Cn(X). If the latter holds, X has a B-inadequate open cover Y which contains a 
subcover 7 of F with 1Yl <p. Thus if F’=X- UT”, then FnF’=@ and by 
Lemma 2.6, Cn(F’) > /3. This contradicts cofinal K-compactness of X. 0 
The converse is false since the disjoint topological union of cofinally K-compact 
spaces is never cofinally K-COInpaCt. However, as a partial converse, if F(X, K) = 
F(X) and X is cofinally h-compact for some A, then clearly X is cofinally 
K-compact. Thus a space X is cofinally K-compact, if at all, for any K in an interval 
bounded by cfc(X) and Cn(X>. 
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By the note following Definition 2.2, a T3 space X is a NAC space iff 
cfc(X) = w. For any other cardinal K, if Cn(Y> = K and X is the disjoint topologi- 
cal union of Y and the ordinal space A of Example 2.4(i) with K < cf(h), then 
cfc(X) = K. Thus X is cofinally K-compact, is not a NAC space and cfc(X) can be 
any cardinal. This contrasts with the necessity of regularity for cf(X) as shown in 
[3] (their proof still applies). For Examples 2.4, cfc(X) < cf(X) and cfc(X) = cf(X) 
respectively. The inequality cf(X) < cfc(X) is harder to obtain. Poorly separated 
and non-ZFC examples appear in Examples 3.2. 
For regular spaces, cofinally compact implies a local version of [a, PI-compact: 
call X locally finally K-compact if every neighborhood of any x E X contains a 
finally K-compact neighborhood of x. 
Recall that a space X is P, if any intersection of fewer than K open subsets of 
X is open. 
Theorem 2.11. A regular, cojkally K-compact space Xis locally finally K-compact. If 
X is also P,, it is normal. 
Proof. If Cn(X> > K then by Lemma 2.1 any neighborhood of a point x EX 
contains a neighborhood U of x with Cn(X - U> > K. Regularity implies v c U for 
some neighborhood V of x and cofinal K-compactness implies Cn@> < K. If F, G 
are disjoint and closed in X, cofinal K-compactness implies that for one, say F, 
Cn(F) < K. By regularity, if x E F there are disjoint neighborhoods U,, l?, of x, G. 
Since Cn(F) < K, fewer than K Vx’s cover F and are disjoint from the intersection 
of the corresponding Ux’s which is open if X is PK. Thus X is normal. 0 
Corollary 2.12. A regular cocompact space is normal and locally compact. 
For the next result we need the well-known theorem of Alexandroff and 
Urysohn [l] stated below. A point p is a complete accumulation point of a set S iff 
for each neighborhood U of p, I U n S I = 1 S I. 
Theorem 2.13. If K is regular, then a space is [K, K&compact iff each subset having 
cardinal& K has a complete accumulation point. 
Theorem 2.14. If K is regular and X is T,, P,, and cojinally K-compact, then X is 
[K, tc]-compact. 
Proof. Suppose S is a subset of X of cardinality K with no complete accumulation 
point. Then each point p of X has a neighborhood U containing fewer than K 
points of S, hence n{U - 4: 4 E U n (S -p)) is a neighborhood of p (since X is 
T1 and P,) containing no point of S -p. Thus S is a closed discrete subspace of 
cardinality K, contradicting Theorem 2.9. It follows from Theorem 2.13 that X is 
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[K, K&compact. The observation following Definition 2.3 gives an immediate 
corollary. 0 
Corollary 2.15. If cf(X) = K and X is T,, then X is not P, unless K < cfc(X). 
Corollary 2.16. A Tl coconapact space is countably compact. 
Rephrased, Corollary 2.16 says the closed noncompact subsets of a T, space 
have the finite intersection property iff they have the countable intersection 
property. Or, in our terminology, F(X, w) is w-linked iff it is Z,-linked (so 
cf(X) > wI>. This is false for the TO topology on w consisting of initial segments 
(including @ and w itself), so the separation condition cannot be weakened 
(likewise for Theorem 2.14, using the same TO topology on K). By strengthening 
the separation to T3 one can prove a rather striking result which gives very specific 
confirmation of the “concentrated noncompactness” of cofinally K-COmpaCt spaces 
referred to prior to Theorem 2.5 (at least when cfc(X) = w). This same result is 
stated without proof in [3]. We give an easy proof to show how the compact 
property can be used. 
Theorem 2.17. A cocompact regular Hausdorff space has exactly one Hausdorff 
compactification, the Alexandroff one-point compactification. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.12 the one-point compactification of such a space X is 
Hausdorff. Given any Hausdorff compactification x of X, point p E x - X, and 
z-neighborhood U of p, ?? n X cannot be compact or it would be closed in x. 
Then p would be interior to X-X, which is impossible. Since distinct points p, q 
of x - X have neighborhoods U, V with disjoint closures, u n X and v n X are 
disjoint, closed, noncompact subsets of X. This contradicts cocompactness and 
completes the proof. 17 
Remark 2.18. As a corollary, we have the well-known fact that the Stone-Tech 
compactification of an ordinal (Y of uncountable cofinality satisfies pcx = (Y + 1. 
We close this section with results relating to work of Nyikos in nonmetric 
manifolds which grew from the observation that a result in [7] may be rephrased in 
terms of cocompactness. The necessary definitions are cited first. 
Definitions 2.19. A manifold is a connected regular Hausdorff space for which 
there is a positive integer n such that each point has a neighborhood homeomor- 
phic to [w”. A locally connected space is trunklike if the complement of any closed 
Lindeliif subset has at most one non-LindeEf component. A space is K-bounded if 
every subset of cardinality at most K has compact closure. 
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Proposition 2.20 [7, 6.31. A hereditarily normal, w-bounded, trunklike manifold is 
cocompact (hence either metrizable or cofinally w,-compact). 
Theorem 2.21. A cofinally o,-compact manifold is trunklike. Moreouer, any open 
non-Lindeliif subset with Lindelof boundary is cofinally o,-compact. 
Proof. A manifold X is locally connected and any Lindeliif subset is a second 
countable subspace, hence hereditarily Lindeliif. Suppose U, V are two non-lin- 
delijf components of X - C where C is a closed Lindelijf subset of X. Then 0 and 
v cannot be Lindelof and, if X is cofinally Wi-compact, Theorem 2.5(u) implies 
u n v is not Lindeliif. But this is a contradiction since u n v c C. Thus X - C has 
at most one non-Lindelijf component and X is trunklike. The second claim is 
proved similarly, for any such open W, replacing X by w and C by w - W. Note 
that v is cofinally w,-compact by Remark 2.7 and use Theorem 2.5(u). 0 
Corollary 2.22. A cocompact (or NAC) manifold is trunklike. 
Example 2.23. The open long ray, equivalent to L(w, wi> in Example 3.19(v), is not 
cocompact but is trunklike since it is cofinally w,-compact. It is also hereditarily 
normal, so w-bounded is necessary in Proposition 2.20. 
Theorem 2.24. Suppose X is a normal Hausdorff space which is locally connected and 
w-bounded. Then X is cofinally K-compact if (U cX: U is open, connected and 
Cn(U> > K} is linked. 
Proof. If F, G are disjoint members of F(X, K), they are contained in disjoint 
open sets U, I/ respectively. Then U, I/ have compactness numbers exceeding K 
since F, G do. Let {U,: (Y E a} be the (open) components of U which meet (hence 
cover> F. The Axiom of Choice yields a set S containing exactly one point of each 
set F n U,. Then S is closed and discrete, so 1 S 1 < o if X is w-bounded. But 
Cn(F> > K so, for some U, = U’, Cn(u’> > K. Similarly, for some component V’ of 
V, Cn(V’) > K. But U’ n V’ c U n V = @, contradicting cofinal K-compactness of 
x. 0 
Note that, for regular K, the above proof works with w-bounded replaced by 
what might be called “finally K-bounded”: the closure of any subset of cardinality 
u < K is finally K-COInpaCt. 
3. Extending to and factoring K-cocompact 
The following natural generalization of cofinal K-compactness is suggested by 
the equivalent condition Theorem 2.5(vi) and by the observation following Corol- 
lary 2.16. 
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Definition 3.1. A space X is K-cocompact iff F(X, K) is K-linked (as in Definition 
2.2, we assume K < Cn(X) to eliminate trivial cases). 
Clearly K-cocompact implies cofinally K-compact and, from Theorem 2.10 and 
the characterization of cf(X) given following Definition 2.3, it follows that a space 
X is K-cocompact iff cfc(X) G K G cf(X). As noted before, X is cofinally K-COm- 
pact iff cfc(X) G K < Cn(X). Thus there are two types of space that can be 
cofinally K-compact and not K-COCOmpaCt, type A: cfc(X) < cf(X) <L(X) and 
type B: cf(X) < cfc(X). Examples of both appear in Examples 3.2 below. 
If X is any cocompact Ti space, e.g. any NAC space, then it is also wi-cocom- 
pact by Corollary 2.16 and the Ti separation is necessary. The ordinal space 
Example 2.4(i) can be shown to be K-COCOmpaCt for all K by a standard inductive 
construction of a bounded set “interlacing” fewer than K members of I;(X, K) and 
thus yielding a common closure point. 
The first of the following examples shows that K-COCOmpaCt and K < CY < Cn(X) 
do not imply a-cocompact. 
Examples 3.2. (i) Let X= K~ X K~ where each K~ is a regular cardinal with the T, 
topology consisting of initial segments and K~ < K~. Then cfc(X) = w G cf(X) = K~ 
<K1<&(X)=K:. Thus X is cofinally K,-compact but not K,-cocompact and X 
is type A. If o < K~, the least topology containing this and the cofinite topology of 
K~ X K~ is Ti and the same inequalities prevail. 
(ii) Example 5.3 of [3] and 3.1(i) and (ii) of [8] all use & to define a Dowker 
space X, with underlying set o X wi, such that IZ x (pi is open for all YE E w and 
(Y E wi. Also any two closed uncountable sets have nonempty intersection. Since a 
Dowker space cannot be countably compact, it follows that Cn(X) = w2, cfc(X) = 
oi and cf(X) = w so X is type B. 
We are indebted to the referee for alerting us to the existence of type B spaces 
by his observation that the original space of deCaux is of this type. 
Note that a space X is type A iff cfc(X) G cf(X) <(Y < Cn(X) for some CY. If 
Z =X; Y where Y is any space with Cn(Y) = (Y, then F(Z) = F(X) and F(Z, K) 
= F(Z) iff (Y G K. Thus cf(Z) = cf(X) < cfc(Z) = (Y and any type A space can be 
converted to a type B space. This method of increasing cfc(X) without changing 
cf(X), applied to Examples 2.4(i) and 3.2(i), can give any configuration of cfc(X), 
cf(X) and Cn(X) subject to the intrinsic requirements that cf(X) be regular and 
Cn(X) be larger than both cf(X) and cfc(X). 
We have exhibited rather poorly separated spaces in ZFC of types A and B 
along with some very interesting non-ZFC spaces of type B. The question remains, 
is there in ZFC a type A space which is regular and/or Hausdorff? If so, the same 
is true for type B. If not, then for any NAC space X, cf(X) = L(X) and what was 
touted in the preprint for [3] as “the most important open question about NAC 
spaces” (omitted in the published version) is quickly answered: cf(X) < zf(X) < 
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Cn(X> is immediate from definitions (zf(X) is defined like cf(X) using zero sets 
instead of closed sets). Thus cf(X) = zf(X) which not only answers the question, 
but would imply, for NAC spaces, that cf(X) and zf(X) are just different names 
for L(X). 
It may be useful to mention two limitations on the search for a regular or 
Hausdorff type A space. By 1.5.20 of [5], no Hausdorff K-cocompact space is 
paracompact. Also, lemmas of Gruenhage and Tall, cited in [7, p. 6591, both imply 
a perfectly regular collectionwise Hausdorff space X, which is cocompact (or, by 
Theorem 2.9, any perfect NAC space X), has cf(X) = wi = L(X). 
Theorem 3.3. The following are equivalent for any space X and cardinal K < Cn(X): 
(i) X is K-cocompact, i.e., F(X, K) is K-linked. 
(ii) The intersection of h members of F(X, K) is also a member if 0 < h < K. 
(iii) The union of any collection of Z-inadequate open covers is Z-inadequate. 
(iv) Any cover of X by fewer than K open sets has a member, U, with Cn( X - U) 
< K. 
(v) cfc(X) < K < cf(X). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, SY= {X-F: F E F(X, K)} is an open cover of X which is 
E-inadequate if (i) holds. To prove (ii), suppose FC F(X, K) with 1 F 1 = A < K. 
Then % and Y’-= {X - F: F E Y} satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2.6 so Cn(X - 
lJ 7) = Cn(n F) > K as required. The rest is easy (e.g. (iii) is an immediate 
consequence of (i) by the first sentence of this proof since Lemma 2.6 implies 
Cn(X- U> > K if U belongs to a E-inadequate open cover of X). 0 
Before further analysis of this property, it is more efficient to introduce the 
notion of K-Chain cocompact spaces, originally defined by the first author to deal 
with the problem mentioned in the introduction. This is useful because it yields a 
factorization of K-cocompactness. 
Definition 3.4. A space is K-chain cocompact iff the union of any chain (i.e., family 
simply ordered by inclusion) of E-inadequate open covers is E-inadequate. Again, 
we assume K < Cn(X> to avoid the trivial case. 
Note that any space is w-chain cocompact since the union of any chain of 
finitely inadequate covers is finitely inadequate. Thus K = w is an exceptional case 
for this property. 
If we define A(X) (or A~x), respectively) to be the least cardinal K for which 
there is a subbase, each of whose subcovers is K-adequate (i&adequate), then the 
Alexander Subbase Theorem is the statement: X is compact iff ATX) G w. If 
3x1~ w, A(X) = cmpn(X) is what Bell [2] calls the compactness number of X 
and, he points out, spaces for which A(X) = 2 are J. de Groot’s supercompact 
spaces. Clearly A(X) can be thought of as a subbase Lindelof number satisfying 
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A(X) G L(X) and the question arises as to when equality occurs. To answer this, 
in part, the first author found that K-chain cocompactness permits a simple 
standard proof of the following: 
Theorem 3.5. If A(X) G K and X is K +-chain cocompact , then A(X) = L(X). 
Proof. By the above definition, the union of a chain of K-inadequate open covers of 
X is K-inadequate, so the proof proceeds like the proof of the Alexander Subbase 
Theorem as outlined in 17s of [lo], with K-(in)adequate in place of finitely 
(in)adequate and the conclusion being that A(X) =G K is equivalent to L(X) G K 
(instead of compactness of X). 0 
As a corollary, note that if cfc(X) < cf(X), then cf(X) <A(X) and either 
A(X) = L(X) or X is type A. On the other hand, consider the discrete topology of 
the reals R and the Sorgenfrey plane (the topology of R X R! using intervals of the 
form [a, b) as a basis for R). Neither is cofinally compact and both have A(X) = w 
but L(X) = 2” so the gap may be arbitrarily large in the absence of the continuum 
hypothesis. 
These examples suggest the possibility of the gap being restricted by an 
inequality such as L(X) < 2 A(X) In a private communication Fleissner cast some . 
doubt on this by observing that Cn(X) > 2 ax) for these examples if one assumes 
Lusin’s hypothesis 2”1= 2”. The referee demolished the conjecture by pointing out 
that L(R”) can be any nonmeasurable cardinal (a discrete space of such cardinality 
is real compact, hence has a closed embedding in some R”). On the other hand, it 
is easy to show A@!“) = o for all K. 
If X is K-chain cocompact, Zorn’s lemma implies every K-inadequate open 
cover of X lies in a maximal one. On the other hand, by Theorem 3.3(iii), X is 
K-COCOInpaCt iff there is a maximum K-inadequate open cover (namely, all open U 
with Cn(X - U) > K). This gives insight into the relation between these two 
concepts and a very simple proof of the following factorization. 
Theorem 3.6. A space is K-cocompact iff it is both K-chain cocompact and co&ally 
K-compact. 
Proof. If X is K-cocompact, the other properties follow easily from the definitions 
and Theorem 3.3(iii). Conversely, if X is cofinally K-compact, then K < Cn(X) so 
there is a K-inadequate open cover which, if X is K-Chain cocompact, lies in a 
maximal one as noted above. But Theorem 2S(iii) implies a maximal K-inadequate 
open cover is unique, hence a maximum (the union of any two being K-inadequate). 
Thus, as pointed out above, X is K-COCOmpaCt. q 
This factorization is proper (i.e., the factors are independent) since w 6 oi is 
not w-cocompact but is w-chain cocompact (all spaces are), and Examples 3.2 fail 
to be fc-cocompact for some or all values of K where they are cofinally K-COmpaCt. 
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Theorem 3.7. If K = SUP{K $ CY E p} and X is &-chain cocompact for all CY E p, then 
X is K-chain cocompact (likewise for K-cocompact). 
Proof. This is easy since K = SUP{K a: (Y E /3) implies any E-inadequate cover is 
K,-inadequate for all a E /3, and conversely. 0 
Chain cocompactness, though independent of cofinal compactness, shares some 
of the same (or similar) properties. For example, Theorem 2.9 on extent is true for 
K-chain cocompact (as well as K-cocompact), and the proof involves a simple but 
useful method of constructing chains of K-inadequate covers which could also have 
been used to prove Theorem 3.6. The restriction K > w is necessary since every 
space is w-chain cocompact. 
Theorem 3.8. If K > w, a K-chain cocompact space X has no closed discrete subspace 
qf cardinal@ K. Thus e(X) =G K. 
Proof. A closed discrete subspace D of cardinality K can be partitioned into 
disjoint sets Dn, y1 E w, of cardinality K and V, =X - (D - Dn) is open. The family 
Z of all sets X - (D - {p}), for p E D, is a E-inadequate open cover of X, as is 
~n=mJ{vo, VI,..., VJ. But the union of the chain {W,: IZ E w) is o-adequate, 
hence i&adequate, contradicting K-chain cocompactness. 0 
In the same vein as Remark 2.7, one can show K-cocompactness and K-Chain 
cocompactness are preserved by closed subsets and continuous images but not by 
perfect preimages. However, because of the next result, the latter must be verified 
for K-chain cocompact spaces by using infinitely many copies instead of two (e.g. 
project XX w onto X). 
Theorem 3.9. A space is K-chain cocompact if it is a finite union of K-chain 
cocompact subspaces. 
Proof. If X= U{Xi: i =O, l,..., n), suppose {Za: LY E A} is a chain of E-inade- 
quate open covers of X and Z is its union. If Z is K-inadequate for one of the Xi 
then it is for X as well and we are done. If not, and each Xi is K-chain cocompact, 
then for each there is an czi such that Z& is a K-adequate cover of Xi. But 
I%!,: (Y E A} is a chain, so one of the finite number of ZUi contains all ?&. 
(j= 1,2,..., n> and hence is a E-adequate cover of X contrary to the assumption: 
0 
This theorem, as indicated by the comment preceding it, is false for infinite 
unions except in some rather special cases. For example, Theorem 3.9 implies a 
union, X, of an infinite sequence of K-chain cocompact subspaces Xi, i E w, can 
be written as an increasing sequence of such subspaces, namely, Y, = U{Xi: i = 
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0, 1,. . .) n}. Then if X- Y, is K-chain cocompact for some IZ (e.g. if Cn(X- YJ G 
K), Theorem 3.9 implies X is K-chain cocompact. In contrast: 
Theorem 3.10. A space is not K-chain cocompact if it contains an infinite discrete 
family 9 of closed subsets whose compactness numbers exceed K (K > w, of course>. 
Proof. If a space contains such a family F= {Fi: i E w}, it suffices to show 
X = U 9 is not K-Chain cocompact. Each Fi is clopen in X, so each Fi is a union 
of a K-inadequate open cover gi. Thus, if n E w, Z! = lJ{‘Z$ i E w} is Z-inadequate 
for X- lJ{F,: i=O, l,..., n} and the collections ?Yu {Fi: i = 0, 1,. . . , n} form a 
chain of Z-inadequate open covers of X whose union is i&adequate. Hence X is 
not K-chain cocompact. 0 
Corollary 3.11. If X = U {Q: i E w} where, for each i, I?J is open, Cn(X - q::> > K > w, 
and vi c q.+l, then X is not K-chain cocompact if K is regular. 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that an infinite subsequence of the sets G+, - q 
have compactness number exceeding K, and that choosing alternate members (e.g. 
odd numbered ones) of this subsequence gives a family of subsets satisfying the 
hypothesis of Theorem 3.10. 0 
Example 3.12. Let X be the subspace of w, (order topology) obtained by deleting 
all cardinals w,, n E w. It is easy to show Cn(X> = W: and that X contains 
disjoint closed sets whose compactness numbers exceed K for all K G w,. Also 
q = {(u EX: CY < wi} satisfies Corollary 3.11 for w < K G w,. Thus X is K-chain 
cocompact iff K = w (Theorem 3.13 below rules out oo> and is not cofinally 
K-COITIpaCt for any K. 
Since every space is w-chain cocompact, it is easy to give examples like Example 
3.12 to show chain cocompactness, unlike the other two properties, need not satisfy 
Theorem 2.10. The function C, does not omit all cardinals between w and w: (it 
omits only wJ. A more satisfying example is Example 3.19(iv) below which is 
K-Chain cocompact only for K = q, wg and has closed subsets with compactness 
numbers o2 and ws. Thus no values greater than o1 are omitted by Cn (moreover, 
this example shows the range of chain cocompactness need not be an interval as it 
is for the other two properties). 
On the other hand, the next result shows Cn does omit K+ on closed subsets of 
a K-chain cocompact space if K is singular. This makes it easy to show Example 
3.12 is not o,-chain cocompact. 
The next theorem and its corollaries extend properties which for K-cocompact 
follow easily from the regularity of cf(X). They are nontrivial since, by Theorem 
3.9, cf(X) does not even exist for many chain cocompact spaces. 
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Theorem 3.13. No closed subset of a K-chain cocompact space has compactness 
number K+ if K is singular. 
Proof. Suppose F is a closed subset of X and Cn(F) = K+. Then, F has a 
K-inadequate open cover which, together with X-F, gives a E-inadequate open 
cover Y= {V,: LY E K} of X. As noted in Lemma 2.6, Y is clearly also E-inade- 
quate for X- U{V,: ff ED}, for any p E K. If Cf(fc)=,u <K, we can choose, for all 
p E p, a cardinal K@ so that SUP{K~: p E ~1 = K and set W, = lJ{V,: (Y E Kp}. Then, 
for y E p, the collections YU {WP: p E y) form a chain of K-inadequate open 
covers of X whose union is K-adequate since it contains the cover {WP: p E p} and 
p < K. Thus X is not K-chain cocompact and the theorem follows. q 
Corollary 3.14. Zf X is K-chain cocompact and Cn(X) = K+, then K is regular. 
Corollary 3.15. ZfX is K-chain cocompact and L(X)+= Cn(X>, then K 6 cf(L(X)) 
(or cf(X) < cf(L(X)) ifX is K-cocompact}. 
Proof. This is trivial unless L(X) is singular, in which case Corollary 3.14 implies 
K <L(X). Suppose cf(h) = p < K < A = L(X). Then X has a h-inadequate open 
cover z;T= {V,: LY EA}. Choose A,, p E p, so that sup{hp: p E p} = A and set 
W, = U(V,: a E A&. The rest of the proof is exactly as in that of Theorem 3.13. 
0 
We conclude this section with another method of “jacking up” the cocompact- 
ness of a space and a few more examples. 
Lemma 3.16. The union of less than K open couers of a K-cocompact space X, all of 
which are K-inadequate, is K-inadequate. 
Proof. Suppose y < K and {ga: CY E y} is a collection of K-inadequate open covers 
of X. Let ?Y be their union and Yc Z?! with I 7 I G K. Set F, =X - lJ(Y”fl SYa) 
and note that Cn(Fa> > K+ (cf. Lemma 2.6). By definition, if X is K-cocompact, 
fl{I;,: (Y E 7) # @. Dually, U{X- F,: (Y E r> = lJ Y#X so Z is K-inadequate. 
u 
For a K-cocompact space it follows that any maximal K-inadCqUatC open cover, 
%, is unique. For if 7 is any K-inadCqUate open cover, so is SVU z/ by Lemma 
3.16, and T'T Z. In view of the observation preceding Theorem 3.6, this proves the 
following: 
Theorem 3.17. A K-cocompact space is K+ -cocompact if it has a maximal K-inade- 
quate open cover. 
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Of course one could replace the latter condition by K+-chain cocompactness, 
but using the factorization Theorem 3.6 one can do much better, since cofinally 
a-Compact implies COfindly fc-COIIIpaCt for any K > ff (another justification for 
using the prefix “cofinally”). 
Theorem 3.18. The properties K-cocompact and K-chain cocompact are equivalent for 
a space which is cofinally a-compact (or a-cocompact) for some a < K. 
Examples 3.19. (i) The product of a cofinally K-compact (or K-cocompact) space 
with a nondegenerate TI space is never cofinally K-compact. However, by Theorem 
3.9 any product of a K-chain cocompact space with a nonempty finite space is 
K-Chain COCOmpaCt. 
(ii) The space w1 X wz is w,-chain cocompact but not w,-chain cocompact. The 
former follows from Corollary 4.6, since w1 X w2 is countably compact. It is not 
w,-chain cocompact since ZY= {wi X LY: (Y E w2} and, for p E wi, 2Yp = Z!U {a X w2: 
LY E /3} are @,-inadequate open covers but lJ{‘Z$+ p E wi} is not. 
(iii) Products of K-chain cocompact spaces may not be K-chain cocompact. E.g., 
(wi ti WJ x w2 = (wr x WJ lj(m2 x w,) contains a closed copy of w1 x w2 so is not 
w,-chain cocompact by (ii) yet or 6 w2 and w2 are both o,-chain cocompact (the 
former because of Theorem 3.9). 
(iv) Similarly, (oi X WJ i, o3 is wi- and as-chain cocompact but not o,-chain 
cocompact. 
(V) SUppOSe K1 < K2, each K~ is regular and has the order topology. Various 
“long lines” can be obtained if we let L = L(K~, K~) be the connected ordered 
space obtained from the dictionary ordered spaces K~ X [O, 1) by identifying the 
two initial points. The cocompactness of K~ for all K persists except that the closed 
copy of K1 in L destroys K-cocompactness for K =G K~. Thus L is K-cocompact iff 
K1 < K < Cn(X). Then CfC(x) = K; < K2 = Cf(x) < (k(x) = K;. 
(vi) The Tychonov plank is w,-cocompact but not cocompact (and fails to be 
NAC only by not being normal, as observed in [3]). The Tychonov plank construc- 
tion, using the ~~ of (v) instead of w, o1 gives another example which is 
K-COCOIIIpaCt iff K~ < K < C&X). 
So far we have considered spaces for which F(X, K) is Z-linked (cofinally 
K-COInpaCt) and K-linked (K-cocompact), but what if F(X, K) is i-linked where 
o <h < K (and not K-linked)? Such spaces are called h(K)-COCOmpaCt in [51. 
The following result generalizes the equivalence of (i) and (v) in Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 3.20. If cfc(X) exists, then F(X, K) is h-linked iff cfc(X) <K < Cn(X) 
and o < h < cf(X). 
Proof. First of all, if Cn(X) < K, then F(X, K) = fl and the condition is vacuously 
satisfied so this is ruled out as before. Also, if K < Cn(X) G h, the condition fails 
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by definition of Cn(X>, so we need only consider the “half-open” square w < K < 
Cn(X), w G h < Cn(X). For what points (K, h) in this square is X A(K)-COCOIW 
pact? The corner, (0, w), corresponds to NAC spaces (if X is T,); the bottom 
edge, h = w, corresponds to cofinally K-COmpaCt spaces and the diagonal, A = K, to 
fc-cocompact spaces. 
Secondly, F(X) is not h-linked iff cf(X) <h. Since F(X, K) xF(X) for all K, 
then F(X, K) is not h-linked if cf(X) < h. Also, F(X, K) = F(X) iff cfc(X) G K, so 
for such K, A G cf(X) implies F(X, K) is h-linked. Now we need only check the 
rectangle R given by w < K < cfc(X), w G h G cf(X). 
Finally, by definition of cfc(X), if K < cfc(X) as it is in R, then F(X, K) is not 
linked, hence not h-linked for any h and the analysis is complete. 0 
4. Relation to h, /31-compact 
Analogous to the definition of [a, p]-compact cited in the introduction, define 
X to be [a, /?)-compact if B-adequate open covers of X are Z-adequate. Similarly, 
in order to make cogent comparisons between compact and cocompact, call X 
[a, PI- or [a, fi)-cocompact if X is y-cocompact for a < y < p or (Y < y < p, 
respectively, and initially P-cocompact if X is [w , p]-cocompact (likewise for chain 
cocompact). So far only final compactness was involved in defining the new 
properties and in the various results obtained, except for Theorem 2.14. We are 
now prepared to relate to other varieties of [a, p&compactness. 
Theorem 4.1. If cfc(X) G LY < p G cf(X) then X is [(Y, p)-compact. 
Proof. Let Z! be an open cover of X of cardinality K < p. Since X is P-cocompact, 
Theorem 3.3(iv) implies the complement, F, of some member of Z! has Cn(F) G p 
hence G 1y, by Theorems 2.10, since X is also cY-cocompact. Thus ?J is Z-ade- 
quate. 0 
Corollary 4.2. If cfc(X) < cy <p < cf(X), then X is [a, Pl-~mw~t. E.g., a 
[K, K+]-COCOmpUCt Space is [K, K]-COWZPaCt. 
Note that this shows Theorem 2.14 remains true if the first three hypotheses are 
replaced by K < cf(X) and so does Corollary 2.16 if Tl is replaced by w < cf(X). 
Corollary 4.3. A K-cocompact space X is [a, &compact if no closed subset has 
compactness number 8 for a < t? < K. 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorems 2.10 and 3.3(v). 0 
At this point it is useful to prove a result which yields partial converses of some 
of the above and a very useful method of “jacking up” cocompactness. It also 
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corroborates the observation following Definition 2.3 that X is not [K, K]-compact 
if K = cf(X). 
Theorem 4.4. A K-chain cocompact space is K+-chain cocompact if it is [K, K]-com- 
pact (the same is true with cocompact in place of chain cocompact). 
Proof. If X is K-chain cocompact, ic < Cn(X> so [K, K]-COInpaCt implies K+< 
Cn(X). Furthermore, [K, K]-compact implies an open cover is K-inadequate iff it is 
Z-inadequate so X is also K+-chain cocompact. The cocompact case follows from 
the equivalences in Theorems 3.6 and 3.18. q 
Corollary 4.5. A K-cocompact space is K+-cocompact iff it is [K, K]-COmpUCt. 
Referring back to Proposition 2.20 and noting that w-bounded implies count- 
ably compact, it follows from Theorem 4.4, as well as Theorem 3.3(v), that a 
hereditarily normal, w-bounded, trunklike manifold is w,-cocompact. 
Corollary 4.6. An [a, @]-compact space is [a, /?‘I-chain cocompact if it is a-chain 
cocompact (likewise with cocompact). 
Proof. The first cardinal K E [ cy, /3 ‘1 for which an [(u, PI-compact space fails to be 
[a, K]-Chain cocompact cannot be LY, by hypothesis, or a successor, by Theorem 
4.4, or a limit cardinal, by Theorem 3.7. That completes the proof (the same 
citations apply to cocompact or one can appeal to the equivalences in Theorems 
3.6 and 3.18 as in the proof of the theorem). 0 
Corollary 4.7. Initially K-compact implies initially K+-chain cocompact (and also 
initially K+-cocompact for o-cocompact spaces, e.g. for NAC spaces and hereditarily 
normal,’ w-bounded, trunklike manifolds). 
Theorem 4.8. A K-chain cocompact (or tc-cocompact) space is [K, K]-COmpUCt if K is 
singular. 
Proof. An open cover of X of cardinality K can be indexed by K: 2Y= {U,: (Y E K}. If 
cf(K) = y <K, there are cardinals, K~, /? E y, such that SUp{Kp: p E y} = K. For 
pEy,let VP= IJ{U,. * (Y E K&, then by Lemma 2.6, ‘Zs = Z U {V,: (Y E p} is Z-ade- 
quate iff ?Y is since K~ < K. But since X is K-chain cocompact and lJ I%!@,: p E r} is 
E-adequate, so is some Z$. A direct proof of the cocompact case is even easier 
using Corollary 4.5, the definition of cf(X) and its regularity. 0 
Corollary 4.9. If X is K-chain cocompact for some K, there is a largest such K and it 
is regular. It coincides with cf(X) if cfc(X) < cf(X). 
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Proof. Theorem 3.7 implies there is a largest such K, and Theorem 4.8 shows it is 
regular. The last part of the conclusion is clear from Theorem 3.6 or 3.18. This 
provides an alternate proof that cf(X) is regular. 0 
Example 4.10. The product w, X II{w,: y1 E o} where each factor has the initial 
segment topology as in Example 3.2(i), shows this theorem does not hold for 
cofinally K-compact spaces. Clearly any pair of noncompact closed subsets have 
nonempty intersection so the space is cofinally K-compact for all K. Indeed, 
cfc(X) = cf(X) = o and Cn(X> = wt. To show it iS not [K, K]-COmpaCt for K = w,, 
consider the open sets U, = {p: n;(p) < CY and TJI)) <a] where (Y E w, and II is 
the least integer for which LY E w,. These form a K-inadequate cover of cardinality 
K. As in Example 3.2(i), the least topology containing this and all sets with finite 
complements gives a Ti example with the same properties. 
Combining the above theorem with Theorem 4.4 shows that chain cocompact- 
ness, like cocompactness, never “stops” at a singular cardinal - it can always be 
“jacked up” one more notch as stated below. 
Corollary 4.11. A K-chain cocompact space iS K+-chain COCOmpaCt if K is singular. 
We close with a corollary of Theorem 4.8 which supplements the list of 
conditions in Hodel and Vaughan [4] guaranteeing equivalence of [a, p&compact 
as defined above and [a, PI-compact as originally defined by Alexandroff and 
Urysohn [l]. Hodel and Vaughan call the latter [a, /31’-compact for short and to 
indicate, as shown in [l], that the definition listed next is equivalent to the original 
(which involves complete accumulation points). 
Definition 4.12. A space is [a, PI’-compact provided it is [K, &compact for each 
regular cardinal K satisfying LY < K < p. 
Corollary 4.13. A space which is [a, /3]-chain cocompact (or [a~, p]-cocompact) is 
[(u, p&compact iff it is [a, @Y-compact. 
Note that the cocompactness condition is only needed for singular cardinals K 
in [a, p] (but then Theorems 3.7 and 4.4 imply it is true for all intervening 
cardinals as well). It is curious that the singularity of K, which is crucial for 
Theorem 4.8, is precisely what is needed in this corollary. Note also that there is 
no requirement that cy be regular as is required in all conditions for this equiva- 
lence given in [4]. 
The authors wish to acknowledge a debt to the referee of the first version of this 
paper for his suggestion to highlight the property of Section 2, cofinal K-compact- 
ness. This led us to the pleasantly surprising factoring theorem (3.6). Additional 
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material relating to cofinality of a space was inspired by suggestions of the referee 
of the second version whom we also wish to thank. 
The relation between these properties and K-boundedness, touched upon at the 
end of Section 2, is pursued further in [6]. 
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